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RELIGIOUS ASPECT OF PHILOSOPHY INSTRUCTOR IN PHILOSOPHY IN HARVARD COLLIS . fully and cordially
received, they are upon analysis.

His consideration of reason is notable not for its familiar observation that reason is inadequate to religious
knowledge, but for his pragmatist critique of the adequacy of mere reason even for scientific knowledge. This
prompts his claim: "No one will read anything written by any analytic philosopher in a hundred years, but
people will still read Dewey, James, Peirce, and yes, probably Royce. In Principles of Psychology James
considers whether consciousness implies personal modality and concludes, "The only states of consciousness
that we naturally deal with are found in personal consciousness, minds, selves, concrete particular I's and
you's. Royce stresses that the sharing of individuals' feelings, thoughts, and wills that occurs in any
community including the Beloved Community should not be taken to imply a mystical blurring or annihilation
of personal identities. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of
contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. Trotter, G. Brown Co. The process of
building community is an ongoing, infinite process. Thus, Royce develops the following claims: 1 individuals
are inextricably rooted in the social context and true individuality is forged out of that context. Students who
in turn learned logic at Royce's feet include Clarence Irving Lewis , who went on to pioneer modal logic ,
Edward Vermilye Huntington , the first to axiomatize Boolean algebra, and Henry M. Another answer to the
problem of evil is the infinite worth of agents with free will. War and Insurance was a daring political and
economic proposal on behalf of the Universal Community. He sought to understand evil philosophically. In
his teaching and publications after , two philosophical strains came to the forefront. His pioneer mother Sarah
was a central figure in forging a new social and political community in Grass Valley. Indeed, Royce argues
that one of the principal sources of our need for salvation is our narrowness of view and especially of the
meaning of our own purposes and motives. Forgiveness, as an act of the community and not the sinner, is
clearly essential to atonement. He had worked out his philosophical theories in minute detail. Community is
also the basis of the ethic of love taught by Jesus. When offered the opportunity to replace William James
during a one year sabbatical at Harvard University, Royce acted: he accepted the offer of half of James's
salary, resigned his California appointment altogether, and moved his wife and newborn son across the
continent in the summer of  In the end, however, Royce was a philosopher who worked within the intellectual
context of Western Christianity. An example is profit driven corporations that are often criminally defective
communities. In early , Royce suffered a stroke.


